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Starting the day with your customized alarm

Falling asleep listening to Calm

Routes to work on Google maps

Group chats on Whatsapp

Podcasters, bloggers, influencers, vloggers

‘The 1 thing you must to do to live longer’

Buzzfeed headlines

Climate deadlines

Searching Google for answers

Binge watching Tik Tok dancers

Tear gas placating the masses

Organic food packaged in plastic

The Great Pacific Garbage Patch

The 10 year challenge

‘2 essential steps to achieving a life of balance’

30,000 dollar sneakers

Robot teachers

Kim Kardashian’s maternity dress

‘3 vital habits that guarantee success’

Generation x

Generation y

Generation zee

Generation alpha



4G, 5G, 6G

AI, VR 360

Drive thru pharmacies

Pills to help you sleep

Pills to keep you awake

Pills to stop the side effects of the pills you take

Same day delivery

Targeted ad epiphanies

Flaunt your wealth

Pouting for a selfie

‘4 important ways to getting more healthy’

The political left, the political right

Polar bears standing on melting ice

Alexa, what’s the meaning of life?

Fast fibre

Driverless cars

Holes in the ozone

Colonizing Mars

Posting pictures of your ‘best day ever’ on Insta, Twitter, Snapchat, Meta

‘5 quick cheats to make your life better’

Deepfake

Fake news

January blues

Cancel culture - guilty until proved

Netflix, Prime, YouTube TV

HBO, Crunchyroll, sunsets via live stream



Black Friday panic

Space junk orbiting the planet

Rising prices

Hospitals in crisis

‘6 tips to help you become more decisive’

‘7 ways to guarantee rest’

An ever-growing sense of hopelessness

‘8 proven methods that help you worry less’

Where do I fit in all of this?

‘9 secrets for reducing stress’

I search for my soul in this modern wilderness

‘10 top tips to have the best year yet’

‘... to make happiness increase’

‘… to find the life you seek’

Trying to buy my peace

Trying to find myself

Trying to be like everyone else

Doing everything this world expects of me

I’m liked

I’m followed

I’m viral

I’m trending

Life unending in this kingdom of plenty

So why do I feel so empty?


